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ABSTRACT: Calcium phosphate ceramics are frequently
applied to stimulate regeneration of bone in view of their
excellent biological compatibility with bone tissue. Unfortu-
nately, these bioceramics are also highly brittle. To improve
their toughness, fibers can be incorporated as the reinforcing
component for the calcium phosphate cements. Herein, we
functionalize the surface of poly(vinyl alcohol) fibers with
thermoresponsive poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) brushes of
tunable thickness to improve simultaneously fiber dispersion
and fiber−matrix affinity. These brushes shift from hydrophilic to hydrophobic behavior at temperatures above their lower
critical solution temperature of 32 °C. This dual thermoresponsive shift favors fiber dispersion throughout the hydrophilic
calcium phosphate cements (at 21 °C) and toughens these cements when reaching their hydrophobic state (at 37 °C). The
reinforcement efficacy of these surface-modified fibers was almost double at 37 versus 21 °C, which confirms the strong
potential of thermoresponsive fibers for reinforcement of calcium phosphate cements.
KEYWORDS: poly(vinyl alcohol) fibers, poly(N-isopropylacrylamide), calcium phosphate cements, reinforcement, interface

1. INTRODUCTION

Calcium phosphate cements (CPCs) initially emerged in the
1980s. Since then, these injectable biomaterials have been
applied as synthetic bone substitutes in view of their excellent
osteocompatibility and clinical handling properties. Their
injectability and self-setting properties allow for complete
filling of irregularly shaped bone defects, thereby facilitating
minimally invasive surgical procedures.
Unfortunately, CPCs are very brittle since these biomaterials

are used without any sintering treatment. Consequently, CPCs
exhibit low fracture toughness values,1 which impede their use
in load-bearing skeletal sites.2 Therefore, successful develop-
ment of tough CPCs would expand their clinical applicability
toward heavily loaded sites in the spine or even segmental
bone defects of long bones.3

Several strategies have been explored to improve the
mechanical strength of CPCs such as (i) reduction of the
porosity of the CPC matrix,4,5 (ii) design of a dual-setting
system,6 or (iii) incorporation of fibers as a reinforcing phase.
So far, fiber reinforcement has provided the most efficient
results with respect to toughening of CPCs. This idea was
inspired by civil engineering, where metallic or polymeric fibers
are frequently used to reinforce cementitious matrices.7

Multiple key parameters control the process of fiber
reinforcement of brittle CPCs such as the type, the aspect
ratio, the amount, the mechanical properties, the dispersion,
and the fiber−matrix affinity of fibers. Many of these
parameters have been previously investigated by incorporating
either degradable8,9 or nondegradable fibers10,11 or by studying
the effect of the fiber aspect ratio12 or fiber amount relative to
the cement matrix13 on fiber reinforcement efficacies. Never-
theless, the effect of the fiber−matrix affinity on reinforcement
of CPCs has not been investigated in detail in the biomaterials
community, although it is widely recognized that this
parameter is crucial for reinforcement of engineering materials
such as fiber-reinforced concrete.14,15 Generally, a too strong
bond between the fibers and the matrix will result in fiber
rupture with insufficient energy dissipation, whereas a bond
that is too weak leads to premature fiber pullout, thereby
compromising energy dissipation and, ultimately, the toughen-
ing of CPCs.16 Only a few studies17,18 investigated the effect of
fiber−matrix affinity on the mechanical performance of CPCs,
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and these studies did not provide a mechanistic correlation
between micromechanical and macroscopic mechanical
properties of fiber-reinforced CPC.
So far, degradable polyester fibers have been used for

reinforcement of CPCs due to their controllable degradability
and the low toxicity of their degradation byproducts.19,20

However, they are weak, which compromises their perform-
ance as a reinforcing phase in CPC matrices. Additionally, they
are hydrophobic, which hinders their dispersion in very
hydrophilic CPC matrices. This mismatch in chemical and
mechanical properties strongly limits the reinforcement
efficacy of these polyester fibers.
In civil engineering, on the other hand, poly(vinyl alcohol)

(PVA) fibers are successfully used for the reinforcement of
engineered cementitious composites. These fibers are highly
suitable for reinforcement of concrete in view of their high
tensile strength and modulus, resulting in strongly improved
ductility and fracture toughness of PVA fiber-reinforced
concrete.21−23 However, PVA is a highly hydrophilic polymer
due to the abundant presence of hydroxyl groups and,
consequently, the affinity of PVA fibers to hydrophilic matrices
such as concrete is considered too strong for effective
reinforcement. Therefore, PVA fibers are usually covered
with hydrophobic oil coatings in civil engineering to reduce the
hydrophilicity of PVA fibers and optimize energy dissipation
through frictional sliding mechanisms.24

Previously, PVA has been added as a soluble nonfibrous
additive to calcium phosphate cements,25 yet PVA fibers have
been used only recently to toughen CPCs in view of their
beneficial mechanical properties.26 Generally, fiber reinforce-
ment is recognized as a very effective technique to improve the
mechanical performance of cementitious matrices, whereas the
addition of soluble nonfibrous additives positively affects
handling properties27 such as injectability or cement cohesion.
However, the dispersion and cytocompatibility of the PVA
fibers were not yet optimal for biomedical applications.

Therefore, we propose to modify the surface of PVA fibers
using covalently attached and biocompatible thermoresponsive
poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM) brushes. PNIPAM is
a thermoresponsive polymer frequently used in biomedicine
since it shifts from hydrophilic to hydrophobic behavior above
the lower critical solution temperature (LCST) of 32 °C. We
hypothesized that the approach of reinforcing CPCs with
thermoresponsive PVA fibers is highly relevant since it allows
for simultaneous improvement of fiber dispersion and fiber−
matrix affinity. In their hydrophilic state (below LCST), these
fibers would disperse optimally throughout the CPC matrix.
On the other hand, in their hydrophobic state (above LCST),
these PNIPAM-modified PVA fibers would allow for optimal
toughening of the cement matrix through frictional sliding
mechanisms.
PNIPAM brushes can be synthesized using atom transfer

radical polymerization (ATRP),28 which allows for precise
control over the molecular weight, grafting density, and
thickness of these brushes.29 In this way, PNIPAM brushes
have been grown onto various substrates including cellu-
lose,30,31 clay,32 graphene,33,34 mesoporous silica,35 gold,36

titanium,37 or even proteins38,39 and nanomotors,40 thereby
allowing for temperature-induced control over the polarity of
the coated substrates. Recently, PNIPAM brushes have also
been deposited onto nano- and microfibers including lignin
and poly(ethylene terephthalate) fibers41−43 for possible
applications such as separation and purification devices.41 So
far, PNIPAM brushes have not yet been used to surface-modify
fibers for reinforcement of (bio)ceramic matrices.
In the current study, we investigated the effect of PNIPAM-

modified microfibers on the mechanical behavior of CPCs. To
this end, we have covalently grown PNIPAM brushes with
different grafting densities and brush thicknesses onto the
surface of PVA fibers by varying the molar ratios among the
monomer, ligand, and catalyst. The surface morphology, phase
transition temperature, wettability, and molecular weight of the

Figure 1. Synthetic pathway to grow PNIPAM brushes onto the surface of PVA fibers.
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modified fibers were analyzed using electron microscopy,
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), contact angle
measurements, and gas permeation chromatography, respec-
tively. Next, the modified fibers were incorporated into CPCs
followed by mechanical testing the fiber-reinforced composites
to quantify the work of fracture (WOF) as a measure of
macroscopic toughness and the work of pullout (WOP) as a
measure of the micromechanical fiber−matrix affinity.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Materials. Commercially available poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA,

Kuralon RFS400) microfibers were kindly supplied by Kuraray
Europe GmbH (Hattersheim, Germany) (dimensions and mechanical
properties are specified in Table S1). α-Tricalcium phosphate (α-
TCP) powder was provided by CAM Bioceramics (Leiden, The
Netherlands). N-Isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM, 97%, Sigma-Aldrich)
was purified by recrystallization twice from toluene/hexane solution
(50% v/v) and dried under vacuum for 48 h at room temperature.
Copper(I) bromide (CuBr, 98% Sigma-Aldrich) was stirred overnight
in excessive acetic acid, filtered until the suspension turned pale green,
and dried under vacuum at room temperature for 12 h.44 α-
Bromoisobutyryl bromide (BrIbB, 98%), N,N,N′,N″,N″-pentamethyl-
diethylenetriamine (PMDETA, 99%), triethylamine (TEA, 99%),
Toluidine Blue O (TBO), and sodium dihydrogen phosphate
dihydrate (NaH2PO4·2H2O) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
and used as-received without purification. Methanol (MeOH, 99.9%)
and tetrahydrofuran (THF, 99.9%) were purchased from Merck.
2.2. PNIPAM Modification of PVA Fibers. 2.2.1. Plasma

Treatment and Attachment of the Initiator. The modification
scheme for the functionalization of PVA fibers with thermosensitive
PNIPAM brushes is schematically depicted in Figure 1. First, fibers
were cleaned with a mixture of ethanol and Milli-Q water (H2O) and
dried overnight in air. Dried fibers were subjected to an oxygen
plasma treatment to create oxygen-containing functional groups for
covalent attachment of the α-bromoisobutyryl bromide (BrIbB)
initiator. Oxygen plasma treatment was then performed by a Femto
low-pressure plasma system (Diener electronic GmbH, Germany)
operated at 40 kHz. The plasma treatment duration was varied
between 21 s and 10 min, whereas the power densities were fixed at
either 60 or 90 W. To ensure that the entire fiber surface was
activated, both sides of the fibers were pretreated in separate runs. For
the attachment of the initiator, plasma-treated PVA fibers were placed
in a round-bottom flask, and freshly distilled THF (40 mL) was
added. TEA (300 μL, 1:2 molar ratio between bromide and TEA) was
also added to neutralize the liberated HBr. Subsequently, BrIbB was
added dropwise at 0 °C to the stirring solution at a 1:4 molar ratio
between carboxyl groups (resulting from oxygen plasma treatment)
and the bromide initiator. The flask was flushed with nitrogen before
sealing, and the temperature was allowed to reach room temperature.
The reaction was carried out overnight, after which the fibers were
washed with MeOH and H2O. Finally, the fibers were freeze-dried.
2.2.2. ATRP Synthesis of PNIPAM Brushes. NIPAM monomer and

PMDETA ligand (42 μL, 0.2 mmol) were added at molar NIPAM/
CuBr-PMDETA ratios of 25:1, 50:1, and 100:1 in a round-bottom
flask to a 9:1 mixture of MeOH/H2O (40 mL). The resulting fibers
are referred to as PVA-PNIPAM 25, PVA-PNIPAM 50, and PVA-
PNIPAM 100, respectively. Subsequently, this monomer/ligand
mixture was flushed with argon for 30 min. CuBr powder (28.6 mg,
0.2 mmol) was flushed with argon for 30 min in another flask. A 60
mL syringe was used to transfer the NIPAM/PMDETA solution to
the flask containing the CuBr catalyst. This solution was stirred for
another 30 min and bubbled with argon.44 The Br-treated PVA fibers
were sealed in flasks and flushed with argon for at least 30 min.
Subsequently, the solution containing the NIPAM monomer, the
PMDETA ligand, and the CuBr catalyst was transferred to the flask
containing the Br-treated fibers. The polymerization was allowed to
proceed for 21 h at room temperature under an argon atmosphere. To
terminate the polymerization reaction, the flask was aerated and fibers
were exhaustively rinsed and washed overnight with MeOH and H2O

to remove any unreacted polymers followed by freeze-drying.
Additionally, both as-received PVA fibers (covered by a hydrophobic
coating) and uncoated PVA fibers (stripped off their coating by
extraction in THF for 72 h) were used as control groups. THF was
used to remove the hydrophobic coating from as-received PVA fibers
since this solvent was also used to attach the initiator for PNIPAM
polymerization onto the PVA fibers.

2.2.3. Cleavage of the PNIPAM Brushes. The grafted PNIPAM
brushes were removed from the PVA fibers by reacting each grafted
sample (25 mg of fibers) with 10 mL of 2 M NaOH aqueous solution
for 1 week. The supernatant in the solution was removed, and the
remaining insoluble PNIPAM was dissolved in 0.2 M NaOH aqueous
solution over the weekend, neutralized with 0.1 M HCl, and dialyzed
for 2 days in a dialysis tube with a cutoff of 1000 Da. The cleaved
PNIPAM was retrieved using freeze-drying.

2.3. Physicochemical Characterization of PNIPAM-Func-
tionalized PVA Fibers. The density of carboxyl groups generated on
the PVA fibers after oxygen plasma treatment was determined by the
Toluidine Blue O (TBO) assay.45 Briefly, plasma-treated PVA fibers
were immersed into a 500 μM TBO aqueous solution at pH 11, after
which the formation of ionic complexes between the carboxyl groups
and TBO was allowed to proceed for 2 h at 37 °C. After rinsing with
NaOH solution and H2O twice, the fibers were immersed in 50%
acetic acid solution for 72 h to remove the bonded TBO. The
absorbance at 633 nm was recorded with a Biotek Synergy HT plate
reader. The amount of carboxyl groups was determined using a
calibration curve of TBO in 50% acetic acid solution.

Inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-
OES; iCAP 6000, Thermo Fisher Scientific) analysis was performed
to determine the bromine and copper contents of the fibers before
and after their modification with PNIPAM brushes. This analysis was
performed in triplicate for all groups after treating the pristine and
surface-modified fibers in a 65% nitric acid solution for 12 h followed
by dilution of the samples to a 5% nitric acid solution.

A scanning electron microscope (SEM, JEOL 6310, Jeol Corp.)
equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy
detector was used to observe the surface morphology of the fibers
after polymerization of the PNIPAM brushes. The thickness of the
dry PNIPAM brushes was assessed by means of SEM of at least three
fiber cross sections per experimental group using ImageJ software
(Wayne Rasband, Research Services Branch, National Institute of
Mental Health, Bethesda). The interface between the PNIPAM
brushes and underlying PVA fibers was highlighted with a purple line
to allow for a more precise measurement of brush thickness. Dry
thickness measurements were performed at ∼100 points along the
fiber surface to provide more information on the reproducibility.

To determine the wettability of the surface-modified fibers, contact
angle measurements were executed by the meniscus contact angle
technique by means of an optical tensiometer (Attension Theta,
Biolin Scientific). The fiber was fixed to a holder and immersed ∼2
mm in either H2O or a 4 wt % NaH2PO4 solution. The contact angle
was measured from the shape of the liquid contacting the fiber. A
Young−Laplace fitting was used to calculate the meniscus contact
angles. The mean contact angle value for each experimental group
represents the average contact angle values of three different fibers (n
= 3).

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC, Mettler Toledo) was used
to characterize the thermoresponsive behavior of the PNIPAM-
modified PVA fibers using 2 mg of fibers in 20 μL of either H2O, 4 wt
% NaH2PO4, or phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution. The onset
point of the endothermal peak in the calorimetric curves was used to
determine the lower critical solution temperature (LCST). The onset
temperature was obtained by the intersection of the baseline and the
leading edge of the endotherm. The samples were scanned at 5 °C/
min between 10 and 40 °C, referenced against a medium-filled pan
(H2O, H2PO4, or PBS). All temperatures were determined from the
second heating scan.

To examine the dimensional changes of the thermoresponsive
PNIPAM brushes (compaction and expansion) as a function of
temperature, the modified fibers were placed in a quartz crucible and
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visualized with a bright-field hotstage microscope (Zeiss Axioplan 2)
modified with a hotstage (Linkam LTS420) equipped with a
temperature control unit (Linkam T95) and a liquid nitrogen pump
for cooling (Linkam LNP95). Images were captured with a video
camera (Evolution VF, Media Cybernetics). The fibers were subjected
to a heating and cooling cycle between 20 and 40 °C. The thickness
of the PNIPAM brush during compaction and expansion in different
media was assessed as a function of temperature (below and above the
LCST) using the corresponding bright-field micrographs (ImageJ
software). Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) was performed to
measure the molecular weights of both the hydrophobic coating
(extracted from the as-received PVA fibers using THF) and the
cleaved PNIPAM brushes. To this end, a Shodex GPC column
equipped with UV and differential refractive index detectors (254, 215
nm) was used. THF was used as the eluent, and the flow rate was
fixed at 1 mL/min. Polystyrene standards were used for calibration.
The grafting density (in chains/nm2) was obtained from the

following equation

Grafting density:

σ
ρ

=
h N

M
A

n

where h corresponds to the dry film thickness of the polymer brush, ρ
is the polymer density, NA is Avogadro’s constant, and Mn is the
number-average molecular weight of the surface-tethered polymers.
2.4. In Vitro Cytocompatibility of PNIPAM-Modified PVA

Fibers. The cytocompatibility of as-received and PNIPAM-modified
PVA fibers was investigated by measuring the proliferation of
osteoblastic cells (MC3T3-E1, ATCC) in the presence of 10 mg/
mL fibers (diameter 200 μm, length 8.8 mm). Fibers were weighed in
Eppendorf tubes and washed twice with 70% ethanol (v/v) for 15 min
per washing step. The fibers were transferred into Transwell
permeable supports (4 μm pore size, Merck KGaA) followed by
two washing cycles using sterile PBS. MC3T3-E1 cells were cultured
in α-minimum essential medium containing 10% fetal bovine serum
and 1% penicillin (Gibco, Life Technologies). Cells were seeded at a
density of 10 000 cells/cm2 in 12-well plates. Subsequently, the
transwell supports containing the fibers were placed in the wells
ensuring complete submersion of the fibers in the medium. Cells were
cultured for 1, 3, and 7 days (medium was replaced after 3 days) in an
incubator with 5% CO2 at 37 °C. After each time point, the medium
and transwell supports were discarded and cells were washed twice
with PBS, followed by addition of H2O (1 mL per well) and two
freeze−thaw cycles. The cellular DNA content was measured using a
Quant-IT PicoGreen ds-DNA assay kit (Invitrogen). In brief, samples
or standard solution (100 μL) were added to a working solution in a
96-well plate. The plates were then incubated for 5 min in the dark at
room temperature, and the fluorescence emission was read
(excitation: 485/20 nm; emission: 530/25 nm). The DNA content
of the experimental groups was expressed relative to the DNA content
of cell growth in the absence of PVA fibers (positive control).
2.5. Preparation of Fiber-Reinforced Calcium Phosphate

Cements. The solid powder phase (α-TCP supplemented with PVA
fibers) was manually mixed with the liquid phase (4% w/v
Na2HPO4), resulting in fiber-reinforced calcium phosphate cement
samples at a liquid/powder (L/P) ratio of 1:2. The weight fraction of
the PVA fibers in the cement was fixed at 2.5 wt %. The length of the
fibers was fixed at an average of 8.8 mm (aspect ratio of 44) by
manual cutting prior to PNIPAM modification of the fibers. The
frequency distribution of fiber lengths (Figure S1) after manual
cutting was assessed by measuring ≥100 fibers using ImageJ software.
After manual mixing of the solid and liquid phases, the resulting
pastes were placed in rectangular 10 × 10 × 40 mm3 poly-
(dimethylsiloxane) molds and allowed to set at room temperature for
12 h. Subsequently, the hardened fiber-reinforced composites were
immersed in PBS for 3 days at 37 °C to allow for conversion of α-
TCP to hydroxyapatite.
2.6. Mechanical Properties of the Fiber-Reinforced CPCs.

2.6.1. Bulk Mechanical Properties. Fiber-free and fiber-reinforced

CPC specimens were subjected to three-point flexural testing at
different temperatures (in PBS of either 21 or 37 °C) using a tensile
bench (LS5, Lloyd Instruments, Ametek), a flexure span of 30 mm,
and a 1 kN load cell. These three-point flexural tests were used to
determine the flexural strength, flexural modulus, and work of fracture
(WOF, a measure of toughness) from the load−displacement curves

Flexural strength:

=S
P L

bh
3

2c
max

2

where Pmax is the maximum load on the load−displacement curve, L is
the support span, b is the specimen width, and h is the specimen
thickness.

Flexural modulus:

=E
mL

bh4bend

3

3

where m is the slope of tangent to the initial straight-line portion of
the load−displacement curve.

Work of fracture:

= A
bh

WOF

where A represents the area under the load−displacement curve.
For a consistent calculation of the WOF of the fiber-reinforced

composite specimens, the test was stopped at a crosshead displace-
ment of 4 mm, and the area under the load−displacement curves was
integrated to quantify the WOF values.

2.6.2. Single-Fiber Pullout Test. To perform single-fiber pullout
tests, PVA fibers with a length of 18 mm (aspect ratio 90) were
embedded at an embedment length of 8 mm along the central
longitudinal axis of a cylindrical CPC specimen (6 mm diameter, 8
mm height). To this end, molds were three-dimensional (3D)-printed
from water-soluble PVA using an Ultimaker 2+ 3D-printer (Ultimaker
Co., Ltd.) to allow for full hardening of the specimens. These water-
soluble molds were designed with a groove in the middle to align the
embedded fiber along the longitudinal central axis of the CPC
cylinder. The solid powder and liquid phase as described above (L/P
ratio of 0.5) were mixed, and the resulting paste was transferred into
the dissolvable molds. Before cement hardening, a single PVA fiber
was placed in the grooves of the mold, and the sample was allowed to
harden overnight. Subsequently, the samples were placed in H2O at
37 °C to dissolve the mold and allow for hardening, after which the
composites were incubated in PBS for 3 days at 37 °C to allow for
complete hardening.

The single-fiber pullout tests were performed using an in-house-
developed testing method. Briefly, the CPC cylinder containing the
single fiber was glued (Pleximon glue) to a 3D-printed rectangular
block made of polylactic acid (Silver Metallic 2.85 mm filament),
whereas the protruding end of the embedded fiber was glued (Pattex
Plastics) to an aluminum metal sheet. The block and aluminum sheet
were mounted to the clamping fixtures of the tensile bench.
Subsequently, the fiber was pulled out at a crosshead speed of 1
mm/min using a tensile bench (LS5, Lloyd Instruments, Ametek)
equipped with a 100 N load cell. The test was completed at a
displacement of 8 mm, and the work of pullout (WOP) values were
calculated by integrating the area under the load−displacement
curves. The average interfacial shear strength (IFSS) of the fibers and
the cement matrix was approximated as follows

Interfacial shear strength:

τ
π

=
P
d l
max

f f

where Pmax is the maximum pullout load, df is the fiber diameter, and lf
is the fiber embedment length (8 mm). To investigate the pullout
behavior as a function of temperature, the specimens were tested
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under liquid conditions in PBS at either 21 or 37 °C (n = 15). An in-
house testing method was developed to allow for testing of the
modified fibers under liquid conditions. Testing was conducted in a
chamber filled with PBS at either room temperature (21 °C) or at 37
°C. The temperature variation for each tested sample was in the range
of ∼2 °C, as measured by a digital thermometer.
2.7. X-ray Diffraction (XRD). After flexural testing, solid samples

were ground to powder, and the phase compositions of fiber-free and
fiber-reinforced CPC specimens were analyzed using an X-ray
diffraction (XRD) system (X’Pert3 PANalytical, Philips). The
measurements were performed at 45 kV and 30 mA, and the scan
was obtained from 20 to 50° 2θ.
2.8. Morphological Assessment and Nanocomputed To-

mography (Nano-CT). The surface of the fibers and the cross
section of the fractured composite samples were morphologically
assessed using SEM. To this end, samples were sputter-coated twice
with a 10 nm chromium layer and imaged at 5 kV. To image fiber
dispersion and specimen porosity of the CPCs, the composite samples
were scanned by using a nanocomputed tomography (nano-CT)
imaging system (NanoTom Phoenix, General Electric). Samples were
recorded using a voxel size of 5.9 μm, with an X-ray source of 90 kV
and a current of 110 μA. The exposure time was 500 ms without the
application of a filter. The obtained projected files were analyzed with
CT-Analyzer software (version 1.17.7.2+, Bruker), and the 3D
visualization was performed with CTvox software (version 3.0.0
r1114, Bruker).
2.9. Statistical Analysis. All data were expressed as mean ±

standard deviation. For the chemical assays, one-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) followed by a Bonferroni post hoc test was
applied. The pullout values were analyzed using Student’s t-test,
whereas the mechanical properties were analyzed statistically by
means of two-way ANOVA followed by a Tukey post hoc test. For all
tests, the level of significance was set at p < 0.05. All statistical tests
were executed using GraphPad Prism software (GraphPad Software,
Inc.).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The efficacy of fiber reinforcement of ceramic matrices is
partially determined by the fiber−matrix interface, but this
crucial parameter has hardly been addressed so far in the
research dedicated to fiber-reinforced bioceramic materials.
Herein, poly(vinyl alcohol) fibers were selected for reinforce-
ment of CPCs in view of their high strength and stiffness,
whereas poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) brushes were surface-
tethered onto the PVA fibers in view of their thermoresponsive
behavior. We hypothesized that reinforcement of CPCs with
thermoresponsive PVA fibers allows for simultaneous improve-
ment of fiber dispersion and fiber−matrix affinity. Below their
LCST, these fibers would disperse optimally throughout the
CPC matrix, whereas in their hydrophobic state, above their
LCST, these PNIPAM-modified PVA fibers would allow for
toughening of the cement matrix through frictional sliding
mechanisms.
3.1. Physicochemical Characterization of PNIPAM-

Functionalized PVA Fibers. Low-pressure oxygen plasma
treatment is often used to improve the wettability of surfaces
and introduce functional groups for further chemical
functionalization. Usually, hydroperoxides are formed during
oxygen plasma treatment, followed by their decomposition and
formation of highly reactive hydroxyl and alkyl radicals. Finally,
polar groups such as hydroxyl, carbonyl, and carboxyl groups
are formed on the surface of the substrate due to the removal
of hydrogen atoms from the polymer chain.46 To investigate
the effect of power density and plasma treatment on the
formation of carboxyl groups, we quantified the density of
carboxyl groups at the surface of PVA fibers using the TBO

assay.45 Figure 2a shows that the amount of carboxyl groups
resulting from plasma treatment did not depend on the power

density or treatment duration, leading to a saturation of the
surface with oxygen-containing functional groups.
Based on these results, we used a power of 60 W and a

plasma duration time of 21 s to prevent damage to the fibers
while ensuring the formation of active functionalities at the
fiber surface from which the brominated initiator will be
conjugated. Figure 2b presents an EDX spectrum of the fiber
surface after attachment of the BrIbB initiator, which confirms
the presence of bromine. The amount of BrIbB after this
reaction was quantified using ICP-OES analysis, and it reached
values of up to 2.5 μmol BrIbB/mg of fiber (Figure 2c, PVA-
Br). The measured molar excess of bromine relative to
carboxyl groups confirmed that covalent attachment of the
BrIbB initiator was highly efficient. This excess of bromine can
be attributed to the presence of oxygen-containing functional
groups, which were not detected by the TBO assay such as
carbonyl and hydroxyl groups. As observed previously by other
groups, the concentration of carbonyl and carboxyl groups
remains constant, whereas the concentration of hydroxyl
groups increases with increasing plasma time.47 Figure 2c also
presents the bromine content after the polymerization reaction
for the modified PNIPAM-PVA fibers. Evidently, the highest
bromine content after polymerization was present on the PVA-
PNIPAM 100 fibers (∼0.9 μmol/mg of fiber).
As shown in Figure 3a,b, the surface of pristine PVA fibers

was smooth with only few irregularities present at the fiber
surface. The surface morphology of the PNIPAM-modified
fibers, on the other hand, was considerably roughened due to
the formation of polymeric brushes from the fiber surface
following the ATRP reaction (Figure 3c−h).
The amount of polymeric brushes grown at a molar

NIPAM/CuBr-PMDETA ratio of 25:1 (Figure 3c,d) was

Figure 2. (a) Density of carboxyl groups measured on PVA fibers, (b)
EDX spectrum of the Br-treated PVA fiber, (c) bromine content
measured after attachment of the BrIbB initiator to PVA fibers and
the remaining bromine content after the ATRP reaction.
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lower compared with fibers prepared at higher NIPAM/CuBr-
PMDETA ratios of 50:1 and 100:1. The brushes were
homogeneously distributed over the fiber surface. At higher
molar ratios of 50 and 100 (Figure 3e−h), the fibers were fully
covered with polymeric brushes, resulting in a much rougher
fiber surface and increased diameter compared with their
pristine counterparts.
To investigate the difference between the thicknesses of the

polymeric layers grown on the fiber surface at different molar
ratios, we analyzed the fiber cross sections of the pristine and
modified fibers. The cross section of pristine PVA fibers
(Figure 4a,b) showed a sharp fiber edge, whereas the surface
modification using PNIPAM brushes was clearly visible using
SEM. The interface between the PNIPAM brushes and
underlying PVA fibers was highlighted with a purple line to
allow for a more precise measurement of brush thickness.
For the PVA-PNIPAM 25 sample, a brush thickness of

approximately 5 ± 0.95 μm was observed (Figure 4c,d), which
increased with increasing NIPAM/CuBr-PMDETA molar ratio
to about 11 ± 2.7 μm for the PVA-PNIPAM 100 fibers (Figure

4i,j). The dry thickness of the PNIPAM brush was
heterogeneous across the fiber surface as reflected by the
thickness histograms (Figure 4e,h,k). This phenomenon can be
explained by the different variables that affect the formation
and growth of polymeric brushes such as the type of catalyst,
solvent, or ligand, the number of generated free radicals, or the
use of a deactivator.48 For example, a heterogeneous
distribution of the initiator over the fiber surface might lead
to variable initiation and growth rates of the polymeric brush.
Also, the living character of the grafted polymers might play a
role in the development of the polymeric chains as evidenced
by other groups as well.49

Furthermore, we studied the thickness of the brushes and
their thermoresponsive behavior under wet conditions. Figure
S2a shows an optical micrograph of a fiber immersed in H2O
with an expanded PNIPAM brush. Supporting Video SV1
shows the expansion and compaction of the brush upon a
temperature increase from 20 to 40 °C. At ∼30 °C, the
hydrophilic-to-hydrophobic transition of the PNIPAM graft
side chains was clearly observed, which demonstrates the

Figure 3. Scanning electron micrographs of pristine and modified fibers at two different magnifications: (a, b) pristine PVA fibers, (c, d) PVA-
PNIPAM 25-modified fibers, (e, f) PVA-PNIPAM 50-modified fibers, and (g, h) PVA-PNIPAM 100-modified fibers.

Figure 4. Scanning electron micrographs of cross sections of pristine and PNIPAM-modified fibers at low and high magnifications as well as the
histogram of the thickness of dry PNIPAM brushes. (a, b) pristine PVA fibers, (c−e) PVA-PNIPAM 25 fibers, (f−h) PVA-PNIPAM 50 fibers, and
(i−k) PVA-PNIPAM 100 fibers; the separation between PNIPAM brushes and the fiber is marked by the purple line.
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thermoresponsive character of these PNIPAM-modified PVA
microfibers qualitatively. Supporting Figure S2b presents
quantitative data on the wet thickness of the brush on PVA-
PNIPAM 100 fibers as a function of the water temperature.
The wet thickness of PNIPAM brushes decreased at
temperatures above ∼30 °C, followed by a slow recovery of
the original brush thickness when the temperature was reduced
again to 20 °C. This thermoresponsive transition from
hydrophilic to hydrophobic behavior of PNIPAM brushes
grafted on solid PVA fibers is consistent with the LCST
behavior of PNIPAM in solution. In solution, PNIPAM
undergoes a coil-to-globule transition since intermolecular
hydrogen bonding between PNIPAM chains and water
molecules is replaced by intramolecular hydrogen bonding
within PNIPAM chains when the temperature increases above
the LCST.50,51 Polymer brushes grown onto solid surfaces
often exhibit a broader LCST range than PNIPAM polymers in
solution, which is in agreement with our LCST range of ∼30−
34 °C for PNIPAM brushes in comparison with ∼32−34 °C
for bulk PNIPAM in solution.51

In NaH2PO4 solution, lower LCST temperatures of ∼24 °C
were observed due to the presence of H2PO4

− ions. Generally,
ions are known to reduce the LCST as predicted by the
Hofmeister series. The addition of salt ions results in a salting-
out effect of the amide group, followed by an even stronger
dehydration of the hydrophobic areas of the polymer.52 In our
study, a 4 wt % NaH2PO4 solution (corresponding to a
concentration of 0.6 M) leads to an LCST value that is in
agreement with the LCST of bulk PNIPAM in solution.52 Also,
the thickness of the brush is lowered by almost 10% in saline
solution versus distilled water. Since kosmotrope ion−water
interactions are stronger than water−water interactions, the
compaction of PNIPAM brushes upon temperature increase
was more pronounced in NaH2PO4 than in distilled water.53

Supporting Figure S2c,d present histograms of the wet brush
thickness of PVA-PNIPAM 50 and PVA-PNIPAM 100 fibers.
Both PNIPAM-modified fibers swelled approximately threefold
compared with their dry thickness in H2O at 24 °C.
The thermograms of PVA-PNIPAM 50 (Figure 5a) and

PVA-PNIPAM 100 (Figure 5b) fibers are displayed as
measured using DSC analysis. We observed that the thickness
of the brushes started to decrease upon temperature increase at
∼24, ∼28, and ∼30 °C in NaH2PO4, PBS, and H2O,
respectively, which is in line with the results displayed in
Figure S2b.
The polarity of PNIPAM brushes on the surface of PVA

fibers was characterized by meniscus contact angle measure-
ments at 21 and 37 °C (Figure 5c). The unmodified PVA
fibers showed the highest contact angle caused by the
hydrophobic coating as present on the as-received PVA fibers.
By treating PVA fibers with oxygen plasma or the THF solvent,
we observed a significant decrease in the contact angle values
caused by the removal of the hydrophobic surface coating from
as-received PVA fibers.
Additionally, Figure S3b demonstrates that the PVA fiber

presented a rather smooth surface with remnants of the
hydrophobic coating still visible after the THF treatment.
However, after the initiator attachment reaction, these
remnants were not detected anymore. For the highest
PNIPAM grafting density (PVA-PNIPAM 100), the contact
angle values above (37 °C) and below (21 °C) the LCST were
higher than PVA-PNIPAM 50 fibers and equal to values for the
as-received PVA fiber (at 37 °C). Differences between the

contact angles recorded at 21 and 37 °C were statistically
different, proving that the PNIPAM-modified PVA fibers are
indeed thermoresponsive in both H2O and NaH2PO4.
To confirm if the chemical surface modifications did not

reduce the mechanical strength of the PVA fibers, we also
measured the tensile strength of as-received, THF-treated
fibers and PNIPAM-modified PVA fibers (Figure S4).
Evidently, the tensile strength of the PVA fiber was not
affected by the chemical modifications.
The polymer chains were removed from the PVA fiber

surface by base hydrolysis, after which the brush was analyzed
by means of GPC. Figure S5 shows that the majority of the
PNIPAM polymers were removed from the fiber surface,
although few polymeric remnants were still observed. The
obtained GPC results show a multimodal molecular weight
distribution for the PNIPAM brushes, starting from a
molecular weight of 2.9 kg/mol for the lowest NIPAM/
CuBr-PMDETA ratio up to a maximum molecular weight of
150 kg/mol for the PVA-PNIPAM 100 sample. Table S2
presents the grafting densities associated with the low and high
molecular weights per sample as obtained from the cleavage of
the polymeric brush. In view of the distribution of brush
thicknesses as presented in Figure 4i−k, the multimodal
molecular weight distribution was expected. However, the
molecular weights obtained for the PVA-PNIPAM 100 sample
are relatively low, which might be caused by technical
limitations inherent to the GPC technique itself. Several
studies indicated that PNIPAM is susceptible to adsorption to
the stationary phase during GPC analysis.54 Moreover,
filtration problems have been reported showing that strong
chain entanglements resulted in retention of chains in the filter
before entering the GPC column.55 Therefore, the GPC

Figure 5. Characterization of PNIPAM-modified PVA fibers using
DSC and contact angle measurements: (a, b) DSC analysis of
PNIPAM-modified PVA fibers in H2O, PBS, and NaH2PO4; (c)
meniscus contact angle measurements performed on pristine and
PNIPAM-modified PVA fibers at 21 and 37 °C in H2O and
NaH2PO4. Statistically significant differences are indicated with * (p <
0.05).
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technique might be less suitable for analysis of high-molecular-
weight PNIPAM brushes, which might be more abundant for
the PVA-PNIPAM 100 sample than currently detected.
We observed a higher fraction of low- versus high-molecular-

weight polymers as well as a decrease in the grafting density
with increasing molecular weight. These results are in
agreement with previous studies using different solid surfaces
such as nanofibers, gold-coated slides, and nylon mem-
branes.41,56,57 We speculate that these phenomena were related
to the exothermic character of the polymerization reaction,
which might have raised the temperature locally at the surface
above the LCST, leading to PNIPAM aggregation and a
decrease in the grafting density. Therefore, at early stages of
the surface-initiated polymerization, many chains stop growing,
which in turn reduces the grafting density of the brushes and
leads to a heterogeneous chain growth.57 For the as-received
PVA fiber, the GPC results showed that the hydrophobic
coating removed via THF extraction had a molecular weight of
∼3 kg/mol, which was attributed to long-chain polyethylene
waxes by Scheffler et al.58

3.2. Cytocompatibility of PNIPAM-Modified Fibers. A
limitation of ATRP is the toxicity associated with the copper-
based catalyst. Generally, the catalyst concentration should be
at a level below 1 ppm for biomedical applications.28 Figure S6
confirms that the amount of copper present on the fibers after
the ATRP reaction was in the safe parts per billion range. In
addition, since PNIPAM-modified PVA fibers were not used
previously to reinforce CPCs, their cytocompatibility was
tested in vitro. Figure S7 shows that the proliferation rate of
cells (as expressed by their DNA content) cultured in the
presence of coated and uncoated PVA fibers was comparable
for all experimental groups. Moreover, we observed that cell
proliferation was comparable to the positive (fiber-free)
control, proving that none of the surface modifications
hindered the proliferation of cultured cells. Consequently, it
can be concluded that the PNIPAM brushes synthesized on
the surface of PVA fibers were not cytotoxic.
Additionally, our group recently also studied the in vivo

biocompatibility of both resorbable and nonresorbable PVA
fiber-reinforced calcium phosphate cements.26 After 12 weeks
of implantation, the PVA fibers were still clearly present,
confirming that these fibers are nondegradable. A combination
of stretching, heat treatment, and acetalization renders these
high-tenacity, heavily cross-linked fibers59,60 nondegradable
materials. Nevertheless, these fibers did not induce inflamma-
tory responses or other adverse reactions when the fibers were
well dispersed in the cement matrix. Moreover, the inclusion of
PVA fibers did not negatively affect the ingrowth of new bone
into the PVA fiber-reinforced cements.
3.3. Mechanical Properties of CPCs Reinforced with

PNIPAM-Functionalized Microfibers. X-ray diffractograms
confirmed that following the 3 day incubation in PBS, cements
were converted to the apatite phase (Figure S8), as
characterized by the main reflection peaks at 26 and 32° 2θ.
The XRD diffractograms did not show any dissimilarities
between samples with or without PVA or PNIPAM-modified
PVA fibers. Consequently, it was concluded that PVA fibers
with or without PNIPAM brushes did not negatively affect the
chemical phase transformation of the α-TCP precursor phase
toward the apatite phase. Based on these results and previous
findings from our group,9,61 we assume that the incorporation
of PVA fibers did not negatively affect properties such as the
setting times, injectability, and cohesion of the CPCs.

Nevertheless, these properties should be investigated in more
detail in future studies.
Generally, CPCs fail suddenly in a brittle manner without

any preceding deformation, whereas fiber addition can lead to
increased ductility and toughness of the composite material.
Composites can undergo three modes of failure: (i) brittle
fracture, (ii) tension-softening for quasi-brittle materials, and
(iii) strain-hardening for ductile materials.62

Fiber bridging, crack deflection, and frictional sliding are
three mechanisms of fiber reinforcement that can be utilized in
understanding the complex interactions between the fibers and
the CPC matrix. Fiber bridging13 takes place whenever a crack
in the composite material occurs and the fibers play the role of
arresting the crack from further propagation. On the other
hand, crack deflection refers to the distance of crack
propagation resulting in enhanced energy dissipation. Finally,
frictional sliding operates mainly at the interface between the
fiber and the matrix and plays an important role in the effective
stress transfer between the two constituents so that more
energy is dissipated and less fractures occur.63

The pristine and PNIPAM-modified PVA fibers were added
to CPCs at a 2.5% weight percentage, and their mechanical
properties were tested in PBS at 21 and 37 °C. Figure 6
presents the mechanical properties (flexural strength, modulus,
and work of fracture) of CPCs reinforced with PVA fibers
functionalized with PNIPAM brushes. The flexural strength of
all experimental groups changed within a narrow range of 3.5−
5.5 MPa. Compared with unreinforced CPC, flexural strength
significantly increased for cements containing fibers of which
the hydrophobic coating was removed using THF (Figure 6a).
This treatment resulted in a 1.6-fold higher flexural strength of
CPC-PVA-THF with respect to fiber-free CPCs. Similarly, the
incorporation of THF-treated PVA fibers to the CPC matrix
also enhanced the flexural modulus relative to pure CPC and
CPC-PVA samples, resulting in 2-fold higher stiffness values.
Functionalization of PVA fibers with PNIPAM at the highest
molar NIPAM/CuBr-PMDETA ratio of 100 also led to a
significantly increased flexural modulus compared with pure
CPC and CPC-PVA composites, reaching stiffness values
comparable to those of the CPC-PVA-THF specimens. No
significant differences regarding flexural strength and flexural
modulus were observed between composites tested at 21 and
37 °C. Nevertheless, the unreinforced CPCs revealed work of
fracture (WOF) values lower than 100 J/m2, whereas the
incorporation of PVA fibers improved the toughness of all
fiber-reinforced composites considerably, as shown by WOF
values higher than 1500 J/m2 (Figure 6c).
The highest WOF values were obtained for CPCs reinforced

with either as-received PVA or PVA-PNIPAM 100-modified
fibers. Interestingly, cements reinforced with PVA-PNIPAM
100-modified fibers revealed significantly lower WOF values at
21 °C than at 37 °C. These results prove that the toughening
effect of PNIPAM-modified fibers was 2-fold higher in their
hydrophobic state. As-received PVA fibers were already
covered by a hydrophobic proprietary coating. This coating
was previously improved to optimize fiber reinforcement of
concrete in civil engineering, but not for cements in biomedical
engineering. Here, we have replaced the thermo-nonresponsive
and potentially cytotoxic surface modification of as-received
PVA fibers26 with a more cytocompatible and thermosensitive
surface modification of comparable reinforcing efficacy.
The corresponding stress−strain curves shown in Figure S9

confirm the effective toughening of CPCs using PVA and
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PNIPAM-PVA fibers. Fiber-free CPCs revealed a clear brittle
failure mode, whereas the CPC-PVA and CPC-PVA-THF
curves follow a tension-softening behavior irrespective of the
testing temperature. At 21 °C, CPC-PVA-PNIPAM 100
samples reached the lowest yield stress, whereas the yield
stress increased at 37 °C, and stress−strain curves were
indicative of strain-hardening behavior. For ceramic materials,
this strain-hardening behavior obtained by fiber reinforcement
is illustrative of ductile materials where the fibers are able to
bridge and deflect propagating cracks.
Figure 7 shows typical single-fiber pullout force versus

displacement curves for selected experimental groups. In
Figure 7a, it can be observed that the majority of as-received
PVA fibers were pulled out from the matrix without rupturing
after considerable frictional sliding, thereby facilitating energy
dissipation required for efficient toughening of CPCs using
PVA fibers. However, occasionally, a sudden partial drop in the
pullout load was observed, which we attribute to a tunneling
effect formed by the debonded fiber. Generally, the shape of
the curves was comparable at both 21 and 37 °C. Figure 7b
presents the pullout curves of the THF solvent-treated PVA
fibers where 13 out of 15 fibers ruptured after approximately

2−4 mm displacement. This effect was caused by the strong
adhesion of these hydrophilic fibers to the cement matrix after
removal of the hydrophobic surface coating. Moreover, PVA-
THF fibers displayed a higher aspect ratio due to the removal
of the hydrophobic surface coating. The elastic modulus of
cements is mainly determined by the initial part of the stress−
strain curve before debonding of the fibers. On the contrary,
toughness is mainly determined by frictional sliding at large
strains after debonding of the fibers. Consequently, PVA-THF
fibers contributed more to stiffening at low strains rather than
toughening at large strains as compared with CPCs containing
more hydrophobic PVA fibers.
Figure 7c,d presents the pullout behavior of PVA-PNIPAM

100 fibers tested at either 21 or 37 °C to assess the effect of the
thermoresponsive polymeric PNIMPAM brushes covalently
attached to the fiber surface. At 37 °C, most of the PNIPAM-
modified fibers pulled out of the matrix, whereas the
predominant pullout behavior at 21 °C was fiber rupture.
These observations confirm that PNIPAM-modified fibers
reinforced CPCs more efficiently in their collapsed but
hydrophobic state, whereas the same fibers adhered too tightly
to the CPC matrix at lower temperatures in their hydrophilic
and expanded states.
Table 1 presents the average values of the maximum pullout

force for all tested experimental groups. At 21 °C, the
maximum pullout load of PVA-PNIPAM 100 was ∼50% higher
compared with the pullout force of hydrophobic as-received
PVA fibers. The maximum pullout values were higher for PVA-
PNIPAM 100 versus PVA-PNIPAM 50 samples, which
corresponds to the lower contact angle as measured for
PVA-PNIPAM 100 fibers at 21 °C. At 37 °C, the maximum
pullout force values of PVA-PNIPAM 100 fibers were also
higher than those of the as-received PVA fibers. Since the
contact angles of both types of PVA fibers were similar at 37
°C, this phenomenon was most likely attributed to the higher
fiber thickness and roughness of PNIPAM-modified fibers as
compared with the smooth as-received PVA fibers.
To provide more insight into the mechanism of action of

fiber reinforcement, Figure S10 presents the general pullout
curves for PNIPAM-modified fibers at 21 and 37 °C in more
detail. These pullout curves can be split into two parts, that is,
a debonding and a pullout phase. As the load is applied, the
fiber exhibits elastic behavior until maximum loading before
initial debonding (indicated as point Pa). At this stage, the
displacement corresponds to stretching of the fiber-free length
and the partially debonded fiber part in the elastic region.64

Elastic deformation of PVA-PNIPAM fibers upon pullout prior
to fiber debonding was similar at both testing temperatures,
which explains why the stiffness of the PVA-PNIPAM fiber-
reinforced cements was comparable at 21 versus 37 °C. The
sudden load drop from point Pa to point Pb reveals that
debonding between the fiber and matrix took place.64 This can
be considered as crack propagation at the fiber−cement matrix
interface tunnel.65 After debonding, the fiber is gradually
pulled out at larger displacements from the matrix by frictional
sliding, as evidenced by several local increases in the pullout
curve, which correspond to mechanical interlocking caused by
surface deformations of the PNIPAM brushes. This phenom-
enon is observed for hooked or deformed fibers used in civil
engineering.66 Evidently, PNIPAM-modified fibers pulled out
at 21 °C ruptured when stresses exceeded the tensile strength
of the fibers without contributing to frictional sliding, which
contrasts with the pullout behavior of the same fibers at 37 °C

Figure 6. Mechanical properties of fiber-free and fiber-reinforced
CPCs containing PNIPAM-modified PVA fibers: (a) flexural strength,
(b) flexural modulus, and (c) work of fracture; statistically significant
differences are indicated with * (vs CPC controls), % (vs CPC-PVA),
and & (among the same group) (p < 0.05).
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characterized by considerable frictional sliding. This observa-
tion can be explained by the hydrophobicity, as well as lower
thickness and roughness of these fibers at 37 °C.
Furthermore, we calculated the average interfacial shear

strength (IFSS) of the fibers and the cement matrix. The
results in Figure 8a show that the average interfacial shear
strength (IFSS) did not depend on temperature for CPCs
containing pristine as-received PVA fibers. However, for
PNIPAM-modified PVA fibers, we observed an increase in
the IFSS values at a lower temperature of 21 °C. At this
temperature, the IFSS between CPC and PVA-PNIPAM 100
fibers was 40% higher compared with that of as-received PVA
fibers. These results are in line with the contact angle
measurements, which indicate that PVA-NIPAM 100 fibers

were more hydrophilic than as-received PVA fibers, resulting in
stronger adhesion to the CPC matrix. Consequently, hydro-
phobic as-received PVA fibers exhibited pullout behavior at 21
°C, whereas the other three types of fibers were loaded until
the tensile strength was exceeded, resulting in fiber rupture. At
37 °C, the IFSS between CPC and PVA-PNIPAM 100 fibers
was ∼7.5 MPa, whereas lower IFSS values were observed for
as-received PVA fibers (∼6 MPa), proving that the smooth
hydrophobic coating of the as-received PVA fibers offered less
resistance to pullout than the PNIPAM brushes as present on
the PVA-PNIPAM 100 fiber.
Figure 8b shows that the work of pullout (WOP) of

PNIPAM-modified fibers was significantly lower at 21 versus
37 °C. WOP was 2-fold higher at 37 versus 21 °C for PVA-

Figure 7. Force vs displacement curves for single-fiber pullout of PVA fibers from the CPC matrix: (a) PVA fibers pulled out at 21 and 37 °C, (b)
PVA-THF fibers pulled out at 21 and 37 °C, (c) PVA-PNIPAM 100 fibers pulled out at 37 °C or (d) at 21 °C.

Table 1. Average Pullout Values of Maximum Pullout Force and Pullout Work for the Groups Tested at 21 and 37 °Ca

fiber PVA PVA-THF PVA-PNIPAM 50 PVA-PNIPAM 100

maximum pullout load (N) 21 °C 11.8 ± 2.2 15.0 ± 1.7* 14.0 ± 3.7 18.6 ± 3.1*
37 °C 11.9 ± 1.9 14.7 ± 2.6* 12.9 ± 2.6 15.2 ± 3.4*

aStatistically significant differences compared with PVA fibers are indicated with an asterisk.

Figure 8. (a) Interfacial shear strength between CPC and pristine or surface-modified PVA fibers. (b) Work of pullout values resulting from the
pullout test performed at 21 and 37 °C; statistically significant differences are indicated with * (vs CPC-PVA), $ (vs CPC-PVA-PNIPAM 50), # (vs
CPC-PVA-THF), and & (among the same group) (p < 0.05).
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PNIPAM 50 fibers and 3-fold higher for PVA-PNIPAM 100
fibers. PVA-PNIPAM 100 fibers revealed ∼30% higher WOP
values than as-received PVA fibers, which means that the
polymeric brushes effectively increased the amount of work
needed for fiber pullout at 37 °C.
By comparing these results with those in Figure 6, we

conclude that higher WOP values obtained using single-fiber
pullout tests do not necessarily correspond to higher WOF
values of fiber-reinforced CPCs since the WOF values of CPC-
PVA and CPC-PVA-PNIPAM 100 composites were similar. It
should be stressed, however, that WOF is not an intrinsic
material property but related to experimental parameters such
as specimen geometry.62 Generally, large specimens such as the
bars tested herein (40 × 40 × 10 cm3) are more sensitive to
the formation of porosity due to the manual mixing of fibers,
cement powder, and the liquid phase, which might have
compromised the fiber reinforcement efficacy in these large
samples.
Following the pullout tests, the fiber surface was investigated

via SEM (Figure 9a,b). PVA and PVA-THF revealed clear

signs of fiber abrasion after pullout, which are indicative of
interfacial slip and facilitated efficient dissipation and
toughening of the CPC matrix. Figure 9c shows that polymeric
brushes were torn apart and (partially) peeled off from PVA-
PNIPAM 100 fibers, which was supported by the EDX
spectrum (Figure 9d), confirming that C, N, and O
(corresponding to the PVA fiber and PNIPAM brushes)
were present on the fiber surface after pullout without any
coverage by calcium phosphate particles. The PNIPAM
brushes were expanded in their hydrophilic state at 21 °C,

resulting in a low stiffness at this temperature.67,68 Con-
sequently, strong entanglements between PNIPAM brushes
and the CPC surface were formed, leading to retention of the
brushes within the CPC matrix and delamination of the
brushes from the underlying PVA substrate at 21 °C.
At 37 °C (Figure 9e), on the other hand, the fibers were

fully covered after pullout by a thick layer of calcium-deficient
hydroxyapatite particles with a Ca/P ratio of ∼1.6 (Figure 9f).
At this temperature, the PNIPAM brushes were collapsed in
their hydrophobic state, resulting in increased frictional sliding
and accumulation of hydroxyapatite particles on the surface of
PNIPAM-modified PVA fibers upon fiber pullout.
Compared with the pristine PVA fiber where the smooth

fiber morphology and hydrophobicity dictate energy dis-
sipation through a frictional sliding mechanism, PVA-PNIPAM
fibers allow for more energy to be dissipated across its interface
as reflected in the IFSS values.
Nano-CT analysis was carried out after flexural testing of

specimens to assess the dispersion of PVA (Supporting Video
SV2) and PVA-PNIPAM 100 fibers (Supporting Video SV3)
within the cement matrix in 3D. The thermoresponsive fibers
were homogenously distributed within the cement, as opposed
to a more heterogeneous dispersion of hydrophobic as-
received PVA fibers, which showed more abundant fiber
agglomeration. This observation proves that PNIPAM-
modified fibers can be dispersed more effectively in their
hydrophilic state at temperatures below their LCST.
Ultimately, we would like to finalize our discussion by

providing a comparison of the mechanical data presented here
to other relevant studies pertaining to fiber-reinforced CPCs.
Since the lowest toughness values reported for the cortical
bone are in the range of 1.5−15 kJ/m2,6969 the toughness
values we obtained (∼1.5 kJ/m2) are still on the lower range.
However, it should be stressed that the relatively large
dimensions of the fibers used in our study were selected to
allow for experimental single-fiber pullout testing. Previously,
we showed that toughness values as high as 8.7 ± 2.5 kJ/m2

were obtained by incorporating PVA fibers of a higher aspect
ratio (diameter 26 μm, length 6 mm) at 5 wt %. These values
are in the same range as the highest values reported in a review
by Krüger and Groll, where values ranging between ∼0.01 and
11 kJ/m2 were reported.16 Generally, the highest values of ∼11
kJ/m2 were obtained for much higher fiber amounts of up to
45 vol %. Summarizing, these results stress the remarkable
efficacy of PVA fibers for reinforcement of CPCs. This
considerable enhancement of the toughness and ductility of
CPCs reinforced with PVA fibers can broaden their clinical
applicability to more load-bearing defect sites where
unreinforced CPCs do not provide the proper mechanical
stability.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The present study investigated if modification of poly(vinyl
alcohol) (PVA) fibers with thermoresponsive poly(N-isopro-
pylacrylamide) (PNIPAM) brushes improves the efficacy of
fiber reinforcement of calcium phosphate cements (CPCs).
Thermoresponsive PNIPAM brushes of tunable thickness and
lower critical solution temperature (LCST) were successfully
attached onto PVA fibers through atom transfer radical
polymerization. Dispersion of PNIPAM-modified PVA fibers
was facilitated by their hydrophilicity below the LCST,
whereas the work of single-fiber pullout and work of fracture
increased considerably in their hydrophobic state above the

Figure 9. Scanning electron micrographs of PVA fibers after the
pullout test: (a) as-received PVA fiber, (b) THF-treated PVA fiber,
(c) PVA-PNIPAM 100 fiber after a pullout test performed at 21 °C,
and (d) the corresponding EDX spectrum, (e) PVA-PNIPAM 100
fiber after a pullout test performed at 37 °C, and (f) the
corresponding EDX spectrum.
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LCST. These results confirm that the modification of
polymeric fibers with thermoresponsive brushes represents an
effective strategy to tune the dispersion and reinforcement
efficacy of these fibers for the design of fiber-reinforced calcium
phosphate cements with load-bearing properties.
Our approach is versatile and can be applied to other

materials that are often used to reinforce CPCs such as glass,
carbon, polypropylene, aramid, and polyamide fibers. This
approach allows systematic investigation of the correlation
between the fiber−matrix interface properties and the
mechanical performance of fiber-reinforced CaP ceramics.
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